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The Social Politics of 
Pandemic Influenza: 

The Question of International, Inter-species, 
and Interpersonal Boundaries

This talk presents a critical 
analysis of media and popular 
science coverage, since 1997, of 
the threat of another influenza 
pandemic with a high transmis-
sion and mortality rate.  Until 
2009, almost all this writing 
focused on avian influenza vi-
ruses (particularly H5N1) and 
on planning to prepare for a 
major pandemic, should one 
occur again.  In 2009, atten-
tion turned to the new pan-
demic H1N1 virus, which many 
people expect to make anoth-
er, and much more intense, trip 
through the northern hemi-
sphere this winter.  

I will consider: 1. the ebb and 
flow of public panic that flu 
news both responds to and 
generates; 2. responses from 
local and national administra-
tions and of international bod-
ies; 3. the role of large-scale and 
industrialized meat farming; 4. 
the implications of using ani-
mal "culling" and quarantine 
as major modes of containing 
infection; and 5. the usefulness 
of general public health advice 
for limiting person-to-person 
infection (smothering coughs 
and sneezes; wearing face 
masks). 

Ananya Mukherjea, Ph.D.
The College of Staten Island

Refreshments will be served after the talk.

Brought to you by the 
Sociology Students Association (ssa)
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Ananya Mukherjea graduated from the Graduate Cen-
ter's sociology program in 2005.  She is assistant professor 
of sociology and women’s/gender studies at the College of 
Staten Island.  She has published on HIV/AIDS organizing and 
on popular culture, and her ongoing research is in the sociolo-
gy of viral epidemics—such as influenza, HIV, and HPV—and 
their management.  This talk is taken from her chapter in the 
volume she is editing—Understanding Emerging Epidemics: 
Social and Political Approaches—as part of the book series, 
Advances in Medical Sociology, that Barbara Katz Rothman 
edits for Emerald Group Publishing.

After her presentation, Ananya will take questions not just 
on her talk but also about transitioning from doctoral studies 
to full-time faculty.

After the first colloquium…

There will be food and drink in the lounge, as always…

Then meet your fellow students, both ‘old’ and new, 
during our MIXER!!! Join us for a quick train ride to 
the Lower East Side for snacks, schapps and sociabil-
ity at Piano’s (158 Ludlow Street at Stanton).

Directions: Take the Brooklyn-bound F train 
from Herald Square to Delancey Street. Exit 
and walk two blocks north on Essex to 
Stanton, then one block west to Ludlow.


